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Name: Rural Councils Victoria (RCV) 

Postcode: 3260 

1. What is your overall impression of the draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy Update? (250 word 
limit)  
RCV welcomed the IV Strategy and particularly the section related regional infrastructure, which 

contained a thorough set of recommendations that would address many of the issues facing rural 

communities, councils and businesses. 

  
2. What do you consider to be the key strengths of the draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy 
Update? (250 word limit)  
RCV found the key strengths of the draft Strategy to be: 

• The holistic nature of the assessment of infrastructure issues relating to rural Victoria. It was 

pleasing to see that the draft strategy addressed different forms of infrastructure – not just physical 

infrastructure such as road and rail transport but also social infrastructure such as appropriate and 

adequate housing, addressing gaps in rural communities’ wellbeing such as access to health services 

and digital infrastructure including the need for fast broadband connection and fixing the many 

mobile blackspots experienced across rural Victoria. 

• Alignment with much of the advocacy priorities identified by RCV over recent years. This includes 

the need to upgrade the current power supply in many rural areas to expand manufacturing 

opportunities, which was a key finding of RCV’s recent Investment Attraction project. 

• Acknowledging the impact, changes and even potential opportunities recent events such as the 

January 2020 bushfires and the COVID emergency have had on rural communities. This includes 

recognising the disproportionate impact climate change will have across rural Victoria, and the 

potential for intrastate tourism (particularly to rural locations away from the better known regional 

tourist destinations) to drive the State’s post-COVID economic recovery. 

 

Overall RCV found the key strength of the draft strategy was the recognition that improving the 

economic and social infrastructure in rural Victoria is key to greater population attraction and 

economic well being, as this will ultimately result in RCV’s aim of better, thriving and prosperous 

rural communities. 

 
 3. Do you have any general suggestions for improving the draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy 

Update? (250 word limit) 

Our main suggestion for improving the Draft Infrastructure Strategy is for Infrastructure Victoria to 

make a greater distinction between regional and rural Victoria. 

 

In Victoria 38 of the 79 councils are classified as 'rural'. While Victoria’s rural councils are responsible 

for 11.5 per cent of Victoria’s population (approximately 745,000 people), rural councils cover 79 per 

cent of Victoria’s land area, and 62 per cent of Victoria’s local road network. 

The issues relating to rural communities differ from Victoria’s large regional cities such as Ballarat, 

Geelong and Bendigo. For example, the draft infrastructure strategy recognised the increasing 

difficulty our councils have in funding services such as roads maintenance from an increasingly 

shrinking revenue base. 

 



The financial constraints facing rural councils was also recently recognised by the Victorian 

Government in their response to the Local Government Rating Review, whereby they supported the 

review panel’s recommendation to options for reform presented in the 2017 KPMG report into rural 

and regional councils’ financial sustainability. 

 

RCV is of the view that the draft infrastructure strategy would be enhanced if the differences 

between regional cities and centres and rural Victoria were made clearer. 

4. Do you have any suggestions that would assist with implementing the draft 30-year 

Infrastructure Strategy Update? (250 word limit) 

RCV’s main suggestion to Infrastructure Victoria in terms of what would assist in the strategy’s 

implementation is continued consultation and involvement of stakeholders such as ourselves. 

We have appreciated Infrastructure Victoria’s stakeholder engagement process over the last two 

years and look forward to further participation in implementing the many positive recommendations 

made the strategy.  

There is an opportunity for RCV to perform an ongoing role advocacy role, representing a rural voice 

to the Victorian Government in order that they consider and adopt many of the Draft Infrastructure 

strategy’s important and worthwhile recommendations. 

5. Do you have any further comments? (250 word limit) 

While RCV was pleased to see the Draft Strategy discuss the important issue of social housing, there 

are also a host of other issues relating to adequate housing across rural and regional areas. RCV 

would like to comment on the some of these, and suggest possible solutions for Infrastructure 

Victoria to consider. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and Government stimulus packages, housing and land across much 

of regional Victoria is ‘booming’, exacerbating long-standing housing and rental supply shortages.  

One of the key challenges lies with residential land supply. Many regional areas of Victoria have 

inadequate zoned land supply to accommodate future growth.  Current rezoning processes are 

highly inefficient, taking between 18-24 months, as well as being costly.  Fast tracking the current 

would bring zoned land to market in regional areas more promptly.   

Another key challenge to bringing land to market is the high cost of required physical infrastructure, 

particularly given lower underlying land values and slower take up rates compared to metropolitan 

Melbourne.  ‘Pioneer’ developers often cannot fund required infrastructure, particularly with 

expensive drainage and road intersection upgrade requirements.  The local government sector 

currently has limited financial ability to forward fund infrastructure in new land release areas. A 

coordinated State-led approach to proactively funding development infrastructure in regional 

Victoria is needed. This could take the form of a shared State Government, Local Government, and 

developer contributions approach to the delivery of residential growth areas identified in Regional 

Growth Plans. 


